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Sergio Martinez understands and respects the value of mental fortitude. (Monte Isom/HBO)
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In an age where politics, underhandedness, and selfishness rule the day, a fighter like
Sergio Martinez is like a breath of fresh air…

Who is Sergio “Maravilla” Martinez? If you’ve only recently heard of him because of his high
profile pay-per-view fight with Miguel Cotto this Saturday, you may simply know him as the
middleweight champion from Argentina. But, as with most great success stories, there’s a lot
more to it than that. Even if you’re a longtime boxing fan who knows Martinez pretty well and
have seen several of his fights, now is a good time to take a fresh look at the lineal champ and
examine what has made him so successful against the best competition the division has had to
offer.

Mental preparedness
Martinez understands and respects the value of mental fortitude as much, if not more than,
physical strength and skill. This is how a man is able to fight with one good hand and one
good leg (due to injuries occurring during the bout) against an opponent who is 20 pounds or
more heavier than himself—and to win convincingly, as in his 2012 fight against Julio Cesar
Chavez Jr. Throughout 11 rounds, Maravilla toyed with Chavez. He outboxed him,
outmaneuvered him, and gave him such a solid beating that Chavez’s corner, led by trainer
Freddie Roach, wanted to stop the fight in the late rounds.

Martinez’s pride is what led him to seek the knockout in round 12, and in the last 90 seconds

of the fight, that pride cost him—he got caught with a good right hand that normally wouldn’t
have landed as cleanly as it did. But with the mental strength and heart of a champion,

Martinez rose to the occasion and not only fought through those hard moments, but refused to
hold or run. Instead, he let his hands go and finished out the fight like a warrior, winning
convincingly.

Unorthodox fighting style
Martinez’s style is unorthodox and would be downright dangerous if used by someone without
the skill and the natural gifts possessed by the middleweight champion. He fights with his
hands held low and moves around his opponent, working to keep him from setting his feet and
efficiently keeping him guessing. But he’s more than a moving target—while he maneuvers,
Maravilla is also on the offensive, throwing—and landing—a lot of awkward shots on his
opponent. The punches come from odd angles and from every which way, making it that much
harder to defend against them. Martinez often taunts his opponents by sticking his head out
towards them, still with his hands low, as if daring them to come after him so that he can
counter their punches. And, fascinatingly, they rarely do. The reason is that by that point in the
fight, Martinez has his foe pegged and is just oozing confidence, and his opponent has seen
that their usual style or techniques simply don’t seem to be working.
By the way, if you’ve ever watched him fight and thought that the way Maravilla moves rings a
bell, it ought to. Martinez used to watch Roy Jones Jr. and would practice his moves in a mirror
to match up Jones’ moves with his own southpaw stance.

Confidence
As the rounds of a match progress, it seems as though Martinez feeds off confidence; he starts
a fight confident, then begins to methodically drain it away from his foe; by the end of the
fight, Maravilla is downright arrogant. Very often his opponents, following their fights with
Martinez, have struggled in their careers and/or faded away. There are rare exceptions such as
Darren Barker, who seemed to have had the strength of will or character to take the loss as a
learning experience rather than a devastating, scarring event as so often seems to be the case
with Sergio’s opponents. But for the rule, take a look at Kelly Pavlik or Sergiy Dzinziruk—and,
as far back as 2003 and 2004, Richard Williams. Although Martinez wasn’t as developed a
fighter at that time, he still had this uncanny ability to sap his foe’s belief in himself during the
actual fight—so much so that it’s palpable to the viewers and the commentators. (In fact, the
Sky Sports commentators began some highly amusing and completely ridiculous speculation
that perhaps Williams had come down with a “mystery illness.” Check out the fight on YouTube
when you’re ready for a nice bit of comedy in your day.)

Continuous improvement
Another unusual aspect to the fighter is that he actually gets better—including more knockouts
—the older he gets. In the past ten years, Martinez has had 21 wins with 1 loss and 1 draw—16
of those wins by knockout (a 76% knockout rate). What’s even more astounding is that he
seems capable of delivering knockouts—and knockdowns—on demand, when he so chooses.
Prior to his 2010 rematch against Paul Williams, Sergio stated that he was going to knock
Williams out in the second round.
Uncannily, that is exactly what happened. This wasn’t by accident—afterwards, Sergio revealed
that he and his team had studied Williams and specifically their first match, and they
specifically planned that overhand left hook that caught Williams on his way in and took him
down. And if you watch carefully, Martinez landed that same shot several times during the

fight before the knockout actually happened—he was using that weapon with the intention of
rendering Williams unconscious. When the final shot landed, it was thanks to Martinez’s

accuracy as well as the fact that Williams was on his way forward, and didn’t see Sergio’s shot
coming, that resulted in the KO.

Similarly, as far as knockdowns on demand, in the first fight against Paul Williams, Martinez

got caught in round 1 and went down. He got to his feet and resumed fighting, this time with
even more zeal, with the clear intention of evening up the round. That’s exactly what he did,
dropping Williams hard towards the end of the same round. Williams looked stunned, and not
just from the blow. In his match with the previously undefeated Sergiy Dzinziruk, Martinez is
able to find just the right spot and the right angle with which to knock down his foe. Then he
repeats the process again and again, knocking down Dzinziruk (who had never been knocked
down as an amateur or a professional) five times during the fight en route to an eighth round
stoppage. It’s nothing less than astounding to witness a fighter who can turn these things on
like a switch.

Adjustments on the fly
Sergio has displayed a rare and special ability to adjust his strategy in a fight on the fly. In his
2012 fight versus Matthew Macklin, Martinez and his team studied their opponent in their
usual way: they watched film on Macklin, studied him and his style, and developed a strategy
that they believed would beat him. Macklin’s usual style was that of an aggressive comeforward fighter. He had exhibited that style for years, so Martinez and his team developed their
counterpunching strategy based on that. But Macklin and his trainer at the time, former
champion Buddy McGirt, had devised a cunning scheme of their own: they turned Macklin’s
typical style on its head and he came into the fight playing the role of the counterpuncher—
Sergio’s usual role. It was a brilliant plan and they played the part well—Macklin even did
interviews before the fight talking about how aggressive he had to be against Martinez, and
how he had to take the lead. But once the fight started, a different Macklin came forth and
Sergio and his team were left scratching their heads.
As early as round 1 of their fight, you can see Sergio taunting Macklin, trying to draw him out
and make him play the puncher’s role so that Martinez could fall into the plan that he and his
team had so carefully devised. But Macklin, to his credit, wasn’t falling for it, and stuck to the
plan—for a handful of rounds. By the middle rounds, you can see Martinez drop his hands and
relax, as if he had figured out what to do about Macklin’s role-reversal. And he had. The
masterful champion was back, and sure enough, steadily began seeping Macklin’s confidence
away from him so much that it’s visible. The fight was correctly stopped at the end of round
11.
Not many fighters have the ability to adjust in the middle of a fight like that. It’s an exhibition
of a very high level of skill that only the elite level fighters possess.

Power in both hands
It’s been said that Martinez has power in both hands. It’s the truth but, as Martinez himself has
stated, he wasn’t born with it. He’s worked hard to make it a fact. He’s a natural lefty and
fights as a southpaw. For several years, Maravilla struggled with recurring injuries to his power
(left) hand. But he was unwilling to halt his relentless march toward the top of the
middleweight division, so there was no time for surgery and recovery time. So what was his

solution? His trainers, Gaby and Pablo Sarmiento, focused on honing Martinez’s ability with his
right hand—essentially making it so he could rely on that hand in the event that his left was
hurt again (which happened from time to time). We found out after the fact that he had even
entered some fights with a broken or hurt left hand. But the Sarmientos’ strategy worked;

Sergio developed a reputation for so much power in his right hand that his opponents didn’t
just have to look out for shots coming from one side, but from both. In his fight with Darren
Barker, it was Martinez’s right hand that landed around Barker’s earmuff defense and
perforated his eardrum for the knockout.

Dignity and Honor
Sergio Martinez is a man of honor—a rarity these days in general, but particularly in the often
corrupt and cutthroat world of boxing. Case in point: Martinez’s promoter, Lou DiBella, signed

Sergio in 2007, after both Top Rank and Golden Boy had passed on the fighter. DiBella took a
chance on an unknown and risky-styled fighter when no one else would. According to Thomas
Hauser, in 2011, Martinez was approached by an undisclosed person and offered a $2 million
signing bonus if he were to leave DiBella. Martinez refused. Some things are more important
than quick money, and while few seem to understand that, especially in this sport, Martinez
does.

He treats everyone with respect and kindness, including his opponents. As a professional
athlete, and one who has a high profile in his home country, Martinez feels he has a

responsibility to be a good role model. He performs a lot of charity work, which includes antibullying campaigns for children. At the press conference for the upcoming fight with Cotto,
Martinez even brought a young boy to the podium, Nico, and dedicated the fight to him and
other bullying victims. He’s been involved with the “It Gets Better” movement for several years
now, and often has some of the children he’s sponsoring from the program as special guests
at his fights. In an era when so many sports stars are preoccupied with wealth and

questionable choices not becoming of role models, Sergio stands apart—he is, again, unusual,
a standout.
Maravilla is not unbeatable. No one is. But in an age where politics, underhandedness, and

selfishness rule the day, a fighter like Sergio Martinez is like a breath of fresh air. As a man,
he’s the same as he is in the ring: he refuses to hold, or run, or give in. He gives it all he has
and, perhaps most importantly, makes those of watching feel like we can rise higher and
achieve more.
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